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Let k be an ordinal number. A x-ary operation on a set A is a map-

ping 0: A'—*A of all well ordered sequences (of type k) of elements

of A into A. Let (k0, • ■ ■ , na, ■ ■ • )a<» be a well ordered sequence of

ordinal numbers. An abstract algebra of type (ko, ••-,«„,••• )a<ß is

a system (A; Oo, • • • , 0a, • • • )a<ß, where A is a nonempty set and

0a is a K„-ary operation on A. The concepts of isomorphism, homo-

morphism, subalgebra, and direct union of abstract algebras are de-

fined in the usual way (see [2]). Henceforth, we will not distinguish

between the abstract algebra (A ; Oo, • - ■ , 0a, ■ • • )a<ß and the set

A of its elements. The concept of free union is defined relative to a

class 21 of algebras. It will always be assumed that the algebras in SI

are of the same type. Explicit mention of this assumption will usually

be omitted.

Definition 1. Let §1 be a class of abstract algebras. Let {^4x|XGA}

be a subset of 21. A system (A ; Äx)xeA consisting of an algebra A E2Í

and a family of projections

h\: A-> A\

is called a free Si-union of the set {^4x|X£A} if the following exten-

sion property is satisfied:

(E) If {gx|XGA| is a family of homomorphisms g\: B—>A\, where

BE21, then there is a unique homomorphism g: B—>A such that

g\ = h\Og lor all X.

This concept is dual to that of free 2I-products studied by D. J.

Christensen and R. S. Pierce in [3].

It is not clear that free 2I-unions exist. However, if the free 21-

union of a set of algebras does exist, then it is unique in the following

sense : for any two free 2l-unions

(^ ; Ax)xeA and (A ; ax)xsa

of a set {v4x|X£AJ C2I, there exist unique inverse isomorphisms

h: A —> A and h: A —» A

such that
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h\ = h\0 h   and    h\ = /¡x o A.

The existence and uniqueness of h and h come immediately from

Definition 1. Since

h\ = hxohoh   and    h\ = h\ohoh,

ho h and Â o A are the identity mappings of ¿1 and ^4 respectively

by the uniqueness requirement in (E).

Definition 2. Let SI be a class of abstract algebras. Let {^4x| XEA}

be a subset of 21. Let (A ; Ax)xea be a system where A E% and h\ is a

homomorphism mapping ^4 into ^4x- Define a relation ~ on 4 as

follows: for x and y in A, x~y if and only if h\(x) = h\(y) for all X£A.

For xG^l, let * = {;y£;4|x~y}. Let ^4 = {x|xE^4 }. Let ir be the

mapping A—*A defined by ir(x) = x.

Lemma 3. (i) ~ is a congruence relation on A ; that is, an equivalence

relation such that

*o ~ yo, • • ■ , x„ ~ y„, • • • , Ou < Ka)

implies Oa(xo, • • • , x?, • • • )~0«(yo, • • • , y« • • • )■

(ii) A is an abstract algebra of type (ko, • • • , k«, • • ■ ), with opera-

tions Ôa defined by

ôa(xo, • ■ ■ , x„, ■ ■ ■ ) = [Oa{xo, •••>*«•••)]*•

Thus the mapping t is a homomorphism of A onto A.

(iii) There is a unique family of homomorphisms t\: A—>A\ such

that h\ = T\ oír. Moreover, the t\ separate points. If AE'ñ and (A;h\)\eA

is a free tyi-union of {¿lx|XGA}, so is (A, tx)xga-

Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is routine.

(iii) Define t\: A-^A-k by T\(x)=h\(x). t\ is clearly well defined

and is a homomorphism since h\ is. xj^y implies there exists X such

that h\(x)^hx(y). Thus tx(x)^txO>) and {tx|X£A} separates points.

Since h\ is onto for all X, rx is onto for all X since h\ = T\0 it. To show

that (Â; Tx)xeA is the free Si-union of {^4x|XGA}, suppose gx: B—>A\,

where B E31, is a set of homomorphisms. By (E) of Definition 1, there

is a unique homomorphism j: B^>A such that g\ = h\ oj. Define the

mapping g: B—>A by g = w o j. Then

Tx o g = T\ o ir oj = h\ oj = gx-

The uniqueness of g follows from the fact that {tx|X£A| separates

points.

Lemma 4. Let (A ; Ax)xea be a system having all the properties of
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Definition 1 except possibly the uniqueness of the homomorphism g in

(E). Assume that {äx|XGA} separates points. Then g is unique.

Conversely, if any homomorphic image of an algebra of 21 is in 21

and (A; h\\ex is a free %-union, then {h\\\Eh-} separates points.

Proof. Suppose g and g are homomorphisms of B such that

hx o g = h 0 g for all XGA. Let bEB. Then fa(g(b)) = hx(g(b)) for all X
implies g(b)=g(b) since {&x|XGA} separates points.

To prove the converse, notice by Lemma 3, (A; Tx)xeA is a free

2l-union and {tx|XGA} separates points. Hence there exist unique

inverse isomorphisms i: A^>A and I: A—>A such that h\ = T\oi and

T\ = h\oi for all X. Thus X9¿y implies i(x)^i(y) which implies

'TÁiix)) ^T-hiiiy)) for some X. That is, hix)9£h\iy) for some X.

Corollary 5. Let 21 be a class of abstract algebras with the property

that any homomorphic image of an algebra of 21 is in 21. Let (A ; Âx)xea

be the free union of {A\\\EA.}. Assume {gx|X G A} is a set of homomor-

phisms g\: B—>A\, where PG2Í. Then the homomorphism g:B—>A satis-

fying g\ = h\o g for all XGA is one-to-one if and only if {gx|XGA}
separates points.

Proof. Suppose g is one-to-one and x^y in B. Then gix)5¿g(y).

By Lemma 4, there is a X such that h\(g(x))9ih\(g(y)).

Conversely, suppose {gx|XGA} separates points and x-^y in B.

Then there is a X such that g\(x)^g\(y), or h\(g(x))9ih\(g(y)). This

implies g(x) 9ig(y).

Suppose the class 21 is closed under the formation of direct unions.

Let {/1x|XGA} be a subset of 21. Let A be the direct union of

{^4x[XGA}. Let h\: A—>A\ be the projection homomorphism. That is,

h( ■ ■ ' , xx, ■ - ■ ) = xx, xx G A\.

Then it is easy to see that (A ; Ax)xsa¡s the free 2I-unionof {^4x|XGA}.

Thus the existence of direct unions implies the existence of free 21-

unions. However, free 2l-unions may exist without the existence of

direct unions in 2Í.

We will conclude this paper with an existence theorem for free 21-

unions. The following result for free 2I-products was proved in [3]:

Let 21 be a class of abstract algebras with the following properties:

(i) any algebra isomorphic to an algebra of 21 is in 21;

(ii) any subalgebra of an algebra of 21 is in 21 ;

(iii) any direct union of algebras of 21 is in 21.

Let {ylx|XGA} be a subset of 21. Suppose that there is an algebra

C in 21 and a family of isomorphisms j\: Ax—>C. Then the free 21-

product of {^4x|XGA} exists.
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It is clear from the proof of this theorem and the comment above

that condition (iii) may be replaced by (iii)' any free 2I-union of alge-

bras of 21 is in 21. With this small change, we get an existence theorem

for free 2I-unions which dualizes this result. In the proof of this theo-

rem, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 6. Let ty.be a class of abstract algebras. Let {^4x|X£A} be a

subset of 21. Suppose hy. C-^A\, C(E2l, is a family of mappings which

separates points. Let ß= Üxsa |^4x| . Then \c\ ^ß.

Proof. Let A be the set product of {^4x|XGA}. Then \A\ =/S.

Define yp: C^>A by \p(x) = (■■■, h\(x), • ■ • ). 4> is one-to-one: x^y

implies there is aX such that h\(x)y^h\(y). Thus, ( • ■ • , h\(x), • • • )

^( • • • , A\(y), • • • ) or fix) ?if(y). Hence \c\ uß.

Theorem 7. Let 21 be a class of abstract algebras with the following

properties :

(i) any homomorphic image of an algebra of 21 is in 2Í ;

(ii) any free %-product of algebras of 21 is in 21.

Let {A\\ X£A j be a subset of 2Í. Suppose there is an algebra CE2Í and

a family of homomorphisms h\\ C^>A\ onto. Then the free ty-union of

{•<4x|XEA} exists.

Proof. (1) Let ß= XIxga | ̂ 4x| as in Lemma 6. Choose a set M of

cardinality ß. Let

S3 = {(Bs;gsx\e/i\oE A}

where Aj£2í, B¡ is a subset of M and for all X£A, gsx is a homomor-

phism mapping B¡ into ^4x- Notice that 93 is a set.

(2) Suppose h\: B^>A\, A£2I, is a set of homomorphisms. Then

there is a ô£A and a homomorphism

g:B->Bs

such that

h = gjx o g       for all X £ A.

By Lemma 3, B is an algebra and is the homomorphic image of B.

So by (i), B is in 21. Also by Lemma 3, there is a set of homomor-

phisms gx: B—>A\ such that h\ = g\Oir which separates points. Thus

by Lemma 6, \Ê\ ^ß. Hence there is a one-to-one mapping 7: B-+M.

Let N=yiB). 7 induces operations O0, • • • , Oa, ■ ■ • , ia<ß), on N

so that 7 becomes an isomorphism. Thus N is an algebra in 21 and is

a subset of M. Furthermore, gx o 7-1 is a set of homomorphisms from

N into A*. Hence (N; gx o 7-1) is in 23. Let N-Bi, gs\ = g\ o y'1 and
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g=7 0 7r where nr is the homomorphism of B onto B. Then g is a

homomorphism of B onto N satisfying g» o g = h\ lor all XGA.

Notice taking C in the last assumption of the theorem to be B,

we have that 93 is nonempty.

(3) Let (D; is)sen be the free 2l-product of the algebras of 58. Then

there exist homomorphisms

^:D->Ai

such that

gs\ = ifo o is.

By (2) and the last assumption of the theorem, there is a SGA and

a homomorphism h: C—>B¡ such that

Äx = gshOh       for all X.

This implies gsx is onto for all X and hence ^x is onto for all X. Let

t\: D^>A\ be the mappings defined in Lemma 3. Then tx is onto since

^x is; and {tx|XGA| separates points. It remains to show that

(D; tx) is the free 2I-union of {^4x|XGA}.

Suppose h\: B^>A\, PG2I, is a set of homomorphisms. By (2),

there is a S in A and a homomorphism

h: B -+ Bs satisfying h\ = gjx o h.

The mapping t¡ = tt o it o h is a homomorphism from B to  D and

tx o 77 = t\ o 7T o is o h = ^x o is o h = gsx o h = h\.

Since {tx|XGA| separates points, v is unique by Lemma 4.

Corollary 8. If the class 21 satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Theo-

rem 7, and if in addition, every algebra in 21 contains a one element sub-

algebra, then every subset of 21 has a free %-union.

Proof. We need only show that the last condition of Theorem 7 is

satisfied. Let (C; i\) be the free 2I-product of {^4x[XGA}. For all

¡J.EA, let gx„ be the identity mapping of A» if X = it and the unique

homomorphism of A\ onto the one element subalgebra of Aß if \¿¿u.

Then there exist homomorphisms g„: C—>Aß, uEA-, such that

gx* = gM o t'x       for all XGA.

Since when /x = X, g\u is onto, g„ is onto for all ju.

Corollary 9. Let 21 be a class of algebras satisfying (i) and (ii) of

Theorem 7. Suppose 21 contains free 'ñ-algebras of arbitrarily large

generating sets. Then every subset of 21 has a free %-union.
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The free 2I-algebra with y generators is an algebra PG21 containing

a subset X of cardinality y with the property that any mapping of

X into an algebra A E 21 can be uniquely extended to a homomorphism

of B into A.

Proof of Corollary 9. Let {^4x|XGA} be any subset of 21. Let

j8 = sup {|^4x| |XGAJ. Let Pbe a free algebra in 21 whose generating

set, X, has cardinality greater than or equal to ß. Since | ̂ 4x[ Ú \ X\

for all X, there exists a mapping of X onto A\ which extends uniquely

to a homomorphism of Ponto A\. Thus the last condition of Theorem

7 is satisfied.

It is proved in [3] that if for the class 21, (i) every algebra iso-

morphic to an algebra of 21 is in 21 ; (ii) every subalgebra of an algebra

in 21 is in 21; (iii) every free 2l-union of algebras in 21 is in 21; (iv) every

algebra of 21 contains a one element subalgebra; then every subset

of 21 has a free 2I-product. This, together with 8, gives the following

theorem.

Theorem 10. If the class 21 satisfies:

(i) any homomorphic image of an algebra in 21 is in 21 ;

(ii) any subalgebra of an algebra of 21 is in 21 ;

(iii) every algebra of 21 contains a one element subalgebra ; then every

subset of 21 has a free %-product if and only if it has a free %-union.
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